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One of the essential parts of creating a YouTube video is creating interesting and good-quality content. Many of the channels that contribute the most to the YouTube community are because they have a lot of video content. The Social Network probably has one of the better reputation for quality videos. Final Cut Pro X is another of the big names
among the big name online video editors. Its perfect for prosumers, filmmakers, and also people that need the most extensive set of tools for editing online video. Theres a lot of features in FCPX that arent normally found in other online video editors, like color correction and the ability to easily export your edit to 1080p file format. This app has a lot
of power, but there is a learning curve. Also, its not just a movie editor. Its also a FTP app, which can be used to edit your own videos as well as others. There are a number of powerful video effects like 3D, reverse video, and many others. Its also integrated with an impressive range of plugins. Final Cut Pro is the definitive all-in-one online video app

for media. It comes with all of the features found in the full version of Final Cut Pro, and includes a video editor, FTP app, a Photo Editor, and more. This is a must-have for professionals. You can edit, convert and render online video clips from USB sticks, SD cards and transfer media between Final Cut Pro and other applications. Another title that really
isnt just about editing is Motion. Motion stands apart from the other clip creation apps, because its a real time media player, as well as a motion design app. Its core selling point is its simplicity. Using a combination of visual elements, you can create personal online videos that look and play like real-life media content. This is achieved by taking all the

visual noise out and running it through a filter to create something that resembles raw footage.
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